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0 of 0 review helpful A man of honour and integrity By Brett Wheatley Life in the early 20th century was challenging 
When talent was identified it was embraced and developed in the hope that some fulfilment and satisfaction would 
result Thus was the legend of Bobby Jones A small yet talented and extremely driven young man he thrived on 
winning yet withered in competition Always a gentleman yet abrasive and dismissive Acclaim for The Immortal 
Bobby Just when you think there is nothing new to be said or written on the subject of Bob Jones Ron Rapoport comes 
along and proves that theory completely untrue The Immortal Bobby is wonderfully reported and superbly written 
John Feinstein author of A Good Walk Spoiled and Caddy for Life The story of Bobby Jones s singular life is one of 
the most fascinating in sports history Ron Rapoport s thoughtful gracefu A thorough biography of Jones Solid 
reporting St Paul Pioneer Press Bobby Jones golf Grand Slam achieved 75 years ago ranks among sports greatest 
accomplishments hellip He did it but as Ron Rapoport discovered hellip not without 
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